August 27, 2010 Scouting Report – Summer’s end in sight: Shorter days, Cooler nights, Drier
conditions, Summer patch still an issue, Topdressing donuts, Dollar spot hits warp-drive, Tim’s
NCERA bentgrass fairway variety trial, and Nick knows Who’s hot
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
Lessons learned. Weathermen’s words are now kind. Chicago’s Tom Skilling wrote, “It becomes
difficult for temperatures to warm to early summer levels this late in the season.” Our days
continue to shorten and tree shadows continue grow. Nevertheless, the final days of August are
to be hot – a few more 90s forecast. It continues to remind us that summer 2010 was a difficult
experience. It turned out to be consistently wet and warm. Heat intolerant Poa trivialis and Poa
annua caught our attention from the very beginning – too consistent! Meanwhile, bentgrass
suffered physiological decline – during peak midsummer heat we were too wet for too long.
Even Kentucky bluegrass faltered – overly wet soils exacerbated root damage by summer patch.

Drier and cooler seems like Fall. A study evaluating alternatives to control dollar spot disease is
now delivering data like it is Fall. North Shore Country Club in Glenview, IL. Settle 8-24-10
From a plant health standpoint, summer 2010 was a “booger bear” so to speak. Few breaks in
heat and humidity occurred. And the Green Committee asks, “Why just us?” News accounts tell
us that other areas of the country were possibly worse off. No amount of budget can provide a
pristine look if shortcomings exist – they always do. For example, we usually deal with poor
drainage somewhere. It makes sense since many golf courses benefit urban areas by providing a
watershed. Streams and lakes will overflow their banks on occasion – 2010 for example. Golf
courses with significant turf loss in 2010 are often a story of enduring an especially hot summer
AND a flood event or two or three... Peak heat is largely now behind us and turf recovery has
begun – naturally. Overseeding bentgrass and adding new tile lines ASAP – lessons learned.
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We are to heat up then get humid. Goodbye fall-like weather...for a weekend.
Our recent dry period felt nice especially with cooler nights. It has meant our soils have now
cooled by about 5 degrees in a week from 78° F to 73° F. – the coolest readings since 3 July.
Also, it is now apparent that we are sunnier than normal = hotter. Tropical storms = more rain.

source http://blog.chicagoweathercenter.com/

Soils drop to temperatures not seen since July 3, 2010
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Select Issues This Week – Summer patch (Magnaporthe poae) and Donuts?
Background: The turf is fine until patches suddenly appear at first summer drought stress. A
perennial problem and same areas are always affected. Initially it is a purplish wilt, but then the
turf turns brown. Eventually the canopy collapses in sunken patches. The leaves seem to just
melt into the soil. A frog-eye symptom can exist and helps us to diagnose. Otherwise, one could
easily confuse with localized dry spot or damage by dog urine. The problem is summer patch.
Summer patch: During summer 2010 high levels of summer patch have been experienced in
Chicago. In my fifth summer this is the worst outbreak we have experienced. The soilborne
organism Magnaporthe poae infects roots of bluegrass when air temperatures are 65-70 degrees.
As air temperatures increase to 85-95 degrees disease severity is known to peak. Infection of
roots increase where soils remain wet due to poor drainage or compaction. All bluegrasses are
highly susceptible this disease and makes it a concern for both golf courses and home lawns. In
my fifth season it also set records for consistently hot and humid. During a cool summer (e.g.,
summers 2008 and 2009) summer patch is only a minor issue or can be completely absent.

Summer patch often occurs where soils are compact. On golf courses, summer patch is common
on highly trafficked areas such as green approaches or collars. Chicago Superintendent 8-23-10
Difficult to control: Summer patch is difficult to control with the best fungicides. When
possible select Kentucky bluegrass varieties with resistance to summer patch. Otherwise, we rely
on preventive fungicides timed in the spring when soils reach 65 degrees on average at a 2 inch
depth. Once disease is present our best solution is to mask negative effects by raising mowing
height or by syringing with water to reduce wilt stress. Overseeding can be done, but generally
once soil temperatures cool, Kentucky bluegrass lawns and roughs will recover from rhizomes.
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Summer patch and mowing height. A first cut is getting hammered by summer patch (center
strip) whereas the usual Kentucky bluegrass rough height remains symptom free. Settle 8-25-10

dead Poa annua

unaffected bentgrass

Summer patch affecting a golf green. An indication summer patch would be a problem of roots
was this find on a golf green (uncommon). Note: bluish bentgrass unaffected. Settle 7-22-10
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Careful on the donuts. I know a great place that, for a small fee, provides great chocolate
donuts and coffee every day. Careful on the donuts – I hear that a lot. However, in Turfdom
another context is relevant. It’s the same donuts a car can make when a 16 year is behind the
wheel – run! Similarly a golf course crew member makes donuts while brushing in top-dressed
sand by pulling a mat or brushes repeatedly across a putting surface. This week’s email update
from Purdue University struck a note with me. You see I had an opportunity to see firsthand a
putting green that looked like it had a disease after verticutting and sand topdressing. It did not.

Penn A-1 creeping bentgrass putting green. Not disease, but instead a combination of wear injury
by concentrated foot traffic + a hot, humid summer + verticut & topdress. Settle 8-25-10
Time to make the donuts... or better yet time to cultivate!
A Late-Summer Cultivation Checklist: Considerations for Success
Excerpts from Dr. Cale Bigelow, Purdue http://www.agry.purdue.edu/turf/tips/turftips.html
1. What you are trying to accomplish with this practice?
2. Is the turf healthy enough to cultivate as aggressively as you might intend?
a. How is the turf density, what is the condition of the root system?
3. Is the turf healthy enough to rapidly recover from the procedure?
4. Evaluate the prevailing and future environmental conditions:Is the five to seven day weather
forecast favorable for vigorous turf growth? What are the predictions for the night-time
temperatures? For cool-season turfgrasses, if the soil temperatures are > 77 F, no new roots.
5. Timing: Plain and simple, cultivation is mechanically abrasive, the turf should be well
hydrated and not under heat stress.
6. Topdressing: To topdress or not to topdress, that is the question… Think turf health first!!!
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@cdga.org CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Fairway Creeping Bentgrass variety Performance with Reduced Fungicide Inputs
Objective:
Determine the susceptibility and performance of creeping bentgrass cultivars under a reduced
fungicide input management program for dollar spot disease on fairways.
Collaborating with NCERA Investigators:
Qi Zhang, North Dakota State Univ.; Ken Diesburg, Southern Illinois Univ.; John Stier, Univ. of
Wisconsin; Brian Horgan, University of Minnesota; David Gardner, The Ohio State Univ.;
Dennis Martin, Oklahoma State Univ.; Terrance Riordan, Univ. of Nebraska; Kevin Frank,
Michigan State Univ.; Jack Fry, Kansas State Univ.; Nick Christians, Iowa State Univ.; Brad
Fresenburg, Univ of Missouri
Background:
Creeping bentgrass (Agrostis palustris) is used extensively on golf course fairways throughout
the northern United States. It is typical for variety trials all throughout the country to use
management practices where all diseases are controlled for comparison. Currently, there is
limited available research in cultivar testing for reduced fungicide input programs. Today, many
golf course superintendents are looking to cut costs and reduce inputs to their largest acreages of
highly managed turf, the fairways.
Materials and Methods:
Twenty-four different cultivar varieties of creeping bentgrass and one colonial bentgrass were
selected for the study, most commercially available. Plots were seeded in October of 2008 with
poor establishment requiring reseeding again in May of 2009. Plots have the dimensions 5’ x
10’ and in 2010 are being mown three times weekly at 0.525”. Irrigation inputs have been geared
to prevent wilt stress. Plots were split and starting August 2, 2010, half of each plot was left
untreated and randomized by block. Fungicide Applications of Daconil Ultrex at 3.2 oz. with
Emerald at 0.18 oz are applied based on a 5% percent threshold for plot area affected by the
dollar spot infection centers on the cultivar ‘Declaration’. Treatments were applied using a CO2
backpack sprayer with 8004 XR TeeJet nozzles at 35 psi with a spray volume of 2.0 gal/1000 ft2.
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Visual Quality of Fairway Bentgrass Cultivars ‐ August 23, 2010
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Results:
The August 23 sampling date for the split plots shows that acceptable levels of visual quality are
achievable when limiting fungicide applications. Best visually rated varieties under this reduced
management include, Kingpin, Pennlinks II, SR1150, CY-2, Declaration, Shark, OO7 and
Memorial. Cultivars rated at or below acceptable visual quality include T1, Southshore, Imperial,
Penn A4, Crystal Bluelinks, Bengal, Independence and Century. Meanwhile, all split plots left
untreated produced unacceptable levels of turfgrass visual quality. These untreated plots had
dollar spot levels up to 60-80% blighted turfgrass in some cases. ‘Memorial’, although a good
performing variety had lower than expected disease incidence. Possibly this was because
irrigation from an adjacent head positively influenced two of three replications.

Curative fungicide (left) versus untreated with 80% dollar spot blight, Lemont IL. Settle 8-23-10
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org www.cdgaturf.com
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
iPhone applications for golf course superintendents
Are you still on the fence about switching to an iPhone? Read below to find out what currently
available iPhone applications will allow you to do your job better and faster.
Who’s hot
• Instantly check the current weather for anyone in your iPhone contact list.
• Arguably the best animated radar map for the iPhone.

Turfgrass Management
•Leave the turf books at home – this app’s extensive turfgrass database puts all the
turfdom information in the palm of your hand.
•This app is loaded with helpful pictures and descriptions to help you make
accurate identifications of turfgrass diseases, insects, and weeds.
Toro NSN
•Control your entire irrigation system from the palm of your hand.
•William Brown, CGCS, “This summer it (ToroNSN) has proven invaluable with
all the late night storms we have had. In concert with Who’s Hot, if I see weather is
heading to the property late at night, I can use Toro NSN on the iPhone and turn off
or adjust the irrigation. All this while playing with my kids!!”
Quickoffice
•Create, edit, and email word and excel documents on your iPhone.
•Tied directly to MobileMe without it, you can’t really take full advantage of this
program
•William Brown, CGCS, “perfect work around to not being able to store documents
on your iPhone.”
Bump
•A simple bump of two iPhones allows you to share photos, contacts, calendar
events (iOS4 only); become friends on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn; compare
mutual friends, and more.
•William Brown, “Could you imagine walking the Trade Show floor at the GIS
with this app. You could arrive at a vendor booth and bump iphones to share
contact information. The vendor could use it to send you product information as
well. Again, the possibilities are endless.”

This is a summarized response by Nick DeVries to an article by William Brown, CGCS at
http://www.tipb.com/2010/08/11/iphone-work-certified-golf-superintendent/
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Final images – Nature and Agronomist

Keith finds a worm. His garden is nearby so either tobacco hornworm or tomato hornworm. I
think tobacco, Manduca sexta, since it likely fed on moonflower, Datura sp. Rincker 8-18-10

USGA Agronomist. Ty McClellan shows Ridgemoor Country Club golfers a nice rootzone from
a USGA-constructed green. For my part, I mainly just spoke like a weatherman. Settle 8-24-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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